Pre-publication
content checklist
A quick checklist to help you spot common content mistakes
and omissions. Make sure your content is useful, usable and
ready to publish.

Copy
Have you proofread it, or got someone else to proofread it?
Have you broken up the copy into easy-to-scan chunks with sub-headers, lists, etc?
Are you speaking directly to the reader? (Using ‘you’)
Are all abbreviations explained when they are first used?
Is the information in a logical order? (Most important information first)
Have you fact-checked the information?
Have you used the active voice?

Readability and accessibility
Is the vocabulary appropriate for the audience?
Are acronyms and specialist language explained?
Are the sentences short and clearly structured? (15 words or less is good)
Are you using sentence case throughout? (‘This is a title’, not ‘This Is A Title’ or ‘THIS
IS A TITLE’)
Are you using headings appropriately? (One H1 per page, H2, H3 in sequence, etc)
Do all the images have alt-text?
Have you provided text to explain things like maps, charts, infographics?
Is the text left-aligned (for left-to-right languages) or right-aligned text (for right-to-left
languages)?

Does any video content have captions?

Inclusivity
Have you thought about what unconscious biases you might be bringing to this content?
Does it use inclusive language/concepts with regards to race, gender, sexuality, age,
disability, religion, and other protected characteristics or oppressed communities?
Have you avoided cliches and stereotypes with regards to race, gender, sexuality, age,
disability, religion, and other protected characteristics or oppressed communities?

Calls-to-action and links
Is there a relevant call-to-action or a next-step?
Have you included relevant internal links in the copy?
Are links at the end of the sentence/paragraph?
Is the link text meaningful, specific, and does it start with a verb? (‘See the full content
checklist , not ‘See more’)

Brand and voice
Is it on brand?
Is the tone appropriate to the user and situation?

Findability
Does the keyword appear in the H1 heading, title tag, meta description, body copy?
Have you written a unique title tag and meta description?
Have you added links to this content from other relevant places on your website?

Further reading
● Content Design London readability checklist
● Ally Project checklist
● The Checklist Manifesto, Atul Gawande*
* (This is an affiliate link – if you buy the book using it I make a small commission, and you’ll be supporting an independent bookseller.)

